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Abstract

Building energy simulation (ES) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) programs provide complementary information essential to

evaluating building thermal performance. Integration of the two programs eliminates many model assumptions in separate applications and

thus improves the quality of simulation results. This paper discusses the potential building and environmental characteristics that may affect the

necessity and effectiveness of applying an ES–CFD coupling simulation. These characteristics and the solution accuracy requirement determine

whether a coupled simulation is needed for a specific building and which coupling method can provide the best solution with the compromise of

both accuracy and efficiency. The study conducts a sensitivity analysis of the coupling simulation to the potential influential factors, based on which

general suggestions on appropriate usage of the coupling simulation are provided.
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1. Introduction

Building energy simulation (ES) and computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) programs provide plentiful and complementary

information about building thermal performance, such as space

cooling and heating load, distributions of indoor air velocity,

temperature, andcontaminantconcentrations.This information is

important to assessing thermal comfort, indoor air quality, and

energy consumption of a building. Due to the complementary

nature of results provided by the two programs, attempts to

integrate these twoprogramsreceive increasingattention recently

(e.g., [1–3]. It has been envisioned as a potential approach to

eliminating simplification assumptions in each model and

providing more accurate prediction on building behaviors [4].

Zhai and Chen [4–6] explored the principles, methodologies,

strategies, implementation, and performance of the ES–CFD

thermal coupling. Their study proved that a unique coupled

solution exist in theory but different coupling methods may lead

to different solution performance in terms of computing

accuracy, stability and speed. It verified that the data coupling

method, which transfers enclosure interior surface temperatures

from ES to CFD and returns convective heat transfer coefficient

and indoor air temperature gradients from CFD to ES, is the most

straightforward, reliable and efficient coupling method. The

study further proposed the staged coupling strategies to reduce

the total computing time of a coupling simulation. A prototype of

an integrated ES–CFD building simulation tool, implementing

all the proposed coupling strategies, was developed. The

performance of the program has been examined against

experimental data and compared with no-coupling simulations.

However, the previous studies did not provide answers to the

questions that are most important to building designers and

engineers who may think of using the coupling simulation:

(1) Under which circumstance is an integrated ES–CFD

simulation necessary? Or under which circumstance is a

separate ES and CFD simulation sufficient? What is the

improvement-cost-rate of coupling simulation?

(2) Which coupling strategy should be used?

(3) Which coupling frequency should be used?

This paper addresses these questions with a sensitivity study

of the coupling simulation to potential building and environ-

mental influential factors. It will provide essential and practical
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knowledge of coupling simulation to developers and users of

ES–CFD coupling programs.

2. Coupling-relevant building and environmental
characteristics

Building characteristics and simulation goals determine the

most appropriate coupling simulation strategy for a particular

building. Building characteristics that may influence building

energy consumption have been extensively explored (e.g., [7–

9];). However, not all these building characteristics have

significant effect on the determination of a suitable coupling

simulation strategy. Changes of some building characteristics,

such as building shape, may not explicitly affect the

performance of a coupling simulation.

In ES–CFD thermal coupling, the extent of connection

between building energy and airflow models determines

whether a coupling simulation is necessary and which coupling

strategy is most appropriate for a building. More specifically,

the necessity and effectiveness of ES–CFD coupling are

determined by:

(1) the dependence of building envelope heat transfer and

cooling/heating load on indoor air movement and air

temperature stratification;

(2) the sensitivity of indoor air movement and air temperature

stratification to thermal boundary conditions.

In general, a coupling simulation is desired if the inter-

coupled information of ES and CFD is important to either ES or

CFD or both. The dynamic behaviors of the inter-coupled

information determine the best coupling strategy. For instance,

a one-step or two-step static coupling process is sufficient if the

inter-coupled data (e.g., surface temperature) is constant or has

small change.

Hence, building and environmental conditions from outdoor

to indoor, whose variation may influence the inter-coupled

variables (e.g., convective heat from enclosures), need be

examined for possible effects on building energy and airflow

simulation. These building and environmental characteristics

primarily include:

� outdoor weather conditions;

� building envelope properties;

� building window–wall area ratio;

� building operating conditions;

� space sizes;

� internal loads; and

� HVAC systems.

These potential influential factors can be grouped into five

categories according to their macro-effects on buildings, as

summarized in Table 1. The first category is environmental

conditions that are mainly represented by outdoor air tempera-

ture and solar radiation for thermal consideration. The second is

different HVAC systems used, such as radiation heating and

cooling systems, traditional mixing HVAC systems, displace-

ment ventilation systems, and natural/hybrid ventilation systems.

The third is building occupying and system operating conditions

that represent the capacity and dynamics of building energy

consumption mainly determined by building functions. The

fourth is building envelope information including material

properties and window–wall area ratio. The last one is building

sizes with different floor areas and ceiling heights. Combination

of these characteristics determines the whole building thermal

and indoor airflow behaviors, whereas individual characteristics

may have distinctive influence. It is important to investigate the

effect of these building and environmental characteristics on the

coupling simulation.

3. Sensitivity study of coupling simulation

This study conducts a sensitivity analysis of the coupling

simulation to the building and environmental characteristics.

The main objectives of the sensitivity study are to address:

(1) whether a coupled simulation is necessary for a building

with specific characteristics;
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Table 1

Coupling-relevant building and environmental characteristics and potential variations

Category Characteristics Potential variations

Environmental conditions Outdoor air temperature Large fluctuation, small fluctuation

Solar radiation Yes (summer design day), no (winter design day)

HVAC systems Radiation heating/cooling

Mixing ventilation CAV, VAV

Displacement ventilation CAV, VAV

Natural/hybrid ventilation

Occupying and operating conditions Internal load Heavy, medium, light

Schedule Day and night (residential)

Day only (commercial)

Building envelope properties Wall, ceiling, floor Heavy, medium, light

Window–wall area ratio Full, partial, none

Building sizes Floor area Regular, large

Ceiling height Regular, high
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